ABSTRACT

Targeted advertising is a pervasive practice in the advertising ecosystem, with complex representations of user identity central to targeting. Ad networks are incentivized to tie ephemeral cookies across devices to lasting durable identifiers such as email addresses in order to develop comprehensive cross-device user profiles. Third-party ad networks typically do not have relationships with users and must rely on external parties such as merchant websites for durable identity information, introducing intricate trust relationships. We find attackers can exploit these trust relationships to confuse an ad network into linking an unprivileged attacker’s browser to a victim’s identity, thus “impersonating” the victim to the ad network.

We present Advertising Identity Entanglement, a vulnerability to extract specific user browsing behavior from ad networks remotely, knowing only a victim’s email address, with no access to the victim, ad network, or websites. This new fundamental flaw in cross-device tracking allows attackers to pass erroneous identity information to third-party ad networks, causing the networks to confuse attacker and victim. Once entangled, the attacker receives advertisements intended for the victim across the entire ad network. We find identity entanglement is a significant user privacy vulnerability where attackers can learn detailed victim browsing activity such as retail websites, products, and even specific apartments or hotels the victim has interacted with. The vulnerability is also bidirectional, with the attacker able to cause specific ads to be shown to the victim, introducing the possibility of embarrassment attacks and blackmail. We have disclosed the vulnerability; Criteo, one of the largest third-party ad networks, acknowledges the attack.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Targeted online advertisements reveal sensitive private information about a person. Ad networks invest significant resources to develop comprehensive profiles of user activity in order to more effectively target advertisements [1]. To create these profiles, ad networks leverage durable user information (e.g., user accounts or email addresses) to link together various devices operated by a user (e.g., a desktop, a laptop, and a phone) [2, 31], and then aggregate detailed browsing and shopping behavior by leveraging a litany of first and third-party trackers embedded into websites across the Internet [4].

A particularly privacy invasive form of targeted advertising is retargeted ads, where a specific product that a person has previously viewed is included in an ad delivered to their device [35, 41]. Retargeted ads, by design, can “follow” users to other devices via complex cross-device tracking. Cross-device tracking methods enable persistent tracking by linking together third-party ephemeral tracking cookies to a user’s durable identity (e.g., email address) [10].

These ads are sometimes mistakenly shown to the devices of family members and friends that often share network connections [32]. Such “leaked” retargeted advertisements can cause a range of harms from ruining a surprise gift to revealing sensitive personal information such as sexual orientation, religious affiliation, or pregnancy status [11, 28]. The cause of some of these anecdotally reported privacy leaks are likely errors in the cross-device tracking methods deployed by third-party ad networks. These reports of privacy leaks motivated us to explore the security of cross-device tracking methods, seeking to understand how secure these methods are against an adversary that is intentionally attempting to subvert them.

Ad networks such as Google’s DoubleClick have, in essence, first-party relationships with users given Google’s user-facing products such as Gmail or YouTube. Direct user relationships enable such ad networks to have durable and verifiable notions of user identity that can be used to definitively link together a user’s various browsers and devices (i.e., cross-device tracking). Third-party ad networks, however, lack direct relationships with users, making it challenging to link devices. One way to compete with first-party ad networks and develop similarly effective targeting based on comprehensive...
Identity Entanglement

A user's identity in an online ecosystem is created and maintained by various systems and services, including ad networks, to track and retarget users across different devices. This process is crucial for ad networks to deliver personalized advertising to users. However, this identity entanglement can be exploited by attackers who can surreptitiously link user information from different sources, potentially compromising user privacy.

To exploit this identity entanglement, an attacker can compromise a user's identity information by creating an entangled profile that includes cross-device tracking and retargeted ads. This is achieved by linking the user's identity across devices and networks, enabling the attacker to access sensitive user information and to target the user with personalized advertising.

The paper discusses how an attacker can extract detailed user activity, such as shopping behavior, by linking a user's identity across different devices and services. This bi-directional linking allows the attacker to extract more sensitive information about the user, potentially leading to identity theft and other forms of cybercrime.

Specifically, the paper's contributions include:

- Developing and describing a new type of vulnerability where an attacker can extract specific victim browsing behavior knowing only the victim’s email address, without prior knowledge of the victim’s behavior, ads they see, or access to their computer or accounts.
- Demonstrating how an attacker can extract victim browsing information from Criteo, one of the largest third-party ad networks.
- Developing an attack method to determine if entanglement is successful and then (with no prior knowledge of user behavior or ads) extracting private information about the user from the ad network, including: 1) what online merchants they visit, 2) what specific items they interact with, and 3) in some cases the user’s location and travel plans.
- Demonstrating that entanglement is bi-directional, allowing an attacker to influence which retargeted ads are shown to the victim.
- Discussing near and long-term mitigations, as well as how the problem may evolve with changes to ad and browser ecosystems.

Ad networks currently have no way of confirming that the durable identity provided by merchants is correct [16]. Worse, much of the tracking occurs inside the user’s browser (without integrity), under the control of the attacker. As such, we believe this vulnerability to be fundamental, requiring significant changes technically in how third-party ad networks perform cross-device tracking, and to better align incentives for ad networks to protect privacy.
2 BACKGROUND
The majority of online advertising is targeted [5] in order to improve marketing Return on Investment (ROI) [27]. Targeted advertising is a way for marketers to present users with customized ads based on their specific features such as demographics (i.e., gender, age), location, interests, browser history, and shopping behavior. We now provide background on the technology that enables the tracking of users and the collection of information that is used for ad targeting.

2.1 Tracking Cookies
Third-party tracking is the process by which an entity other than the website a user is visiting tracks activity on that website [37]. For example, if a user visits a merchant such as macy’s.com, a third-party tracker such as facebook.com placed on the webpage by Macy’s could track the user’s Macy’s activity. Such tracking ultimately seeks to link user activity on macy’s.com with their activity across all websites that embed the tracker [37].

There are numerous forms of client state that enable tracking, the most pervasive and well-known of which are cookies. Conceptually, cookies are an ephemeral identifier represented as a tuple of (domain, key, value) that is stored inside the browser and are accessible for reading and writing whenever a user visits that domain. Cookies set by the specific domain the user visits (e.g., macy’s.com) are first-party cookies, and cookies set by different domains or scripts embedded in that page (e.g., facebook.com) are third-party cookies [37].

Cookies that facilitate third-party tracking are sent via JavaScript that runs on the website or via HTTP headers ("Set-Cookie") [37]. Once a cookie is set, it is automatically sent out with HTTP responses via the header or programmatically via JavaScript APIs. Cookie usage is governed by the Same-Origin policy that ensures that cookies cannot be shared between unrelated domains [37]. Users ultimately have control over if cookies are stored and or sent via advanced settings in their browser, but disabling cookies is uncommon and renders the web unusable [37].

Mozilla’s Firefox was the first major browser to block third-party cookies by default in 2019, Apple’s Safari also started blocking them in 2020, and Google has stated that Chrome will block third-party cookies by 2023 [8, 13, 43]. However, blocking of third-party cookies does not prevent browser fingerprint-based tracking [24, 34], nor the visited website from providing information about a user to a tracking company. Tracking cookies are also limited to a single application or browser which provides an incomplete view when users use multiple applications, browsers, or devices.

The tracking cookie identifiers used by the ad networks we explore are random UUID-like opaque values. They contain no durable identifier information such as email address. All connections between the cookie identifiers and victim identity are maintained by the ad networks outside the scope of the victim or attacker.

2.2 Cross-Device Tracking
Online advertising and analytics companies have developed several methods to track users across devices. Ad networks that have a direct login relationship with a user, such as Facebook or Google, leverage the user logging into their account from all of their devices to enable cross-device tracking. After a user logs into their account, their tracking cookies are synced cross-devices, or the device tracking cookies are linked in the ad network’s backend database so a more complete profile of user activity can be utilized for ad targeting [10, 47]. Conceptually, this can be thought of as a graph of numerous ephemeral tracking cookies that are all linked together with a single durable identity. This constellation of ephemeral identities constitutes an ad network’s “profile” of a user. In the context of our identity entanglement attack, we are conceptually inserting a new erroneous edge into this graph.

Third-party tracking companies do not have login relationships with consumers directly, but do have relationships with merchants that do have a login relationship with users. These merchants can provide identifying information such as email addresses or hashed versions of these identifiers during login to a third-party tracking company. If the same email address or hash is transmitted to the same third-party from different devices, the company can then match the strings together and either sync the tracking cookies on the user’s devices or link the two tracking cookies in their backend database to enable cross-device tracking. However, in this case, the third-party tracking company must trust that the merchant: 1) has verified that the user actually controls the email address, and 2) is not malicious. We will show that most merchants do not verify that the user controls the email address which enables an attacker to insert their device into another user’s identity profile. This can then result in information leaking from targeted advertisements.

2.3 Retargeting Advertisements
A retargeting ad is an advertising technique that often includes a product a person engaged with previously. Retargeting ads are commonly targeted based on Personally Identifying Information (PII) (i.e., email, phone number). The information for retargeted ads is often provided by the merchant to the ad network and is based on searching, viewing or adding a product to the shopping cart. This highly personalized advertisement is intended to remind customers to revisit their shopping websites and purchase products that they previously expressed interest in and that are included in the ads.

Retargeting ads have raised several privacy concerns with end users. First, advertisements that accurately reflect a consumer’s interest (i.e., contain a product they previously viewed) explicitly indicates that a user’s shopping activity is being tracked and provided to ad networks. Second, retargeted ads often contain privacy sensitive information, so the ad network could unintentionally become a privacy leaking channel for adversaries. Anecdotally, there are stories of information about purchases such as gifts leaking to another user’s device in the same household potentially when someone logs into a family member’s device or through other mistakes in cross-device linking techniques [9]. However, to the best of our knowledge, there has not been an analysis of cross-device tracking techniques to understand if an attacker can intentionally entangle their device with another user’s identity to learn potentially sensitive private information from retargeted ads.

2.4 The Centrality of Criteo
The majority of our experiments center on Criteo, the largest third-party tracking company [15, 26]. Per whotrack's.me Criteo exists across 31% of all sites containing trackers. The next largest third-party ad network is Yahoo, which we also explore. We, however, find that Yahoo only marginally adds 4% coverage to websites. SimilarTech, another industry tracking data source also indicates that
Criteo is the dominant player in the space [39], with other entities being Facebook or non-ad network identity providers. They indicate Criteo’s reach is 27x that of the next third-party ad network (Yahoo) [39]. Criteo’s own marketing purports to serve more than 4 billion ads a day and has data on 75% of Internet shoppers. Criteo’s prevalence in this space, combined with their third-party relationship with web users, indicates their centrality to this ecosystem and the severity of identity entanglement on their platform.

3 THREAT MODEL AND ETHICS

We make minimal assumptions across the victim, advertiser, ad network, and merchant websites. We assume merchants share information with the third-party ad network that we studied for the purposes of targeted and retargeted advertising, victims use merchant sites with JavaScript and cookies enabled, an attacker knows some piece of information about a user (e.g., email address).

We assume that the victim: 1) Visits merchant websites with JavaScript and cookies enabled. 2) Does not block ads. 3) Has an account with a durable identifier (e.g., email address) of a specific user they wish to target, which that user used for at least one merchant website account. 2) Is able to identify one merchant in the third-party ad network that sends the user’s identity information. We call such a website a “patsy” website. We note that such behavior is common [14, 22, 26], and that the victim does not need to have ever visited or interacted with the patsy website. 3) We do not assume the attacker has access to the victim’s computer, any of the victim’s accounts, or is in any way co-located with the victim on the Internet. We also do not assume the attacker has any knowledge of the victim’s activity, behavior, or ads they see.

We assume that merchant websites the victim visits: 1) Use the third-party ad network that we studied. 2) Pass user activity and identity information to the ad network. We note such behavior is common [14, 22]. 3) Sends user identity information to the ad network via the user’s browser, with no integrity or authenticity (this is true for both Criteo and Yahoo’s APIs), or that the website itself does not properly verify email addresses when creating accounts (which we find is true for 84% of merchant websites we examine).

We assume that the third-party ad network: 1) Builds comprehensive profiles of user activity across devices. This assumption is reasonable and well documented [17]. 2) Solicits identity information from websites on user activity. This assumption is reasonable and well documented [19]. 3) Has no direct relationship with users, e.g., users do not have an account with the ad network.

The above set of assumptions is reflective of the current state of merchant websites, retargeting, and third-party ad networks. Both Criteo and Yahoo’s Ad networks fit into these sets of assumptions, as do the merchant websites we explore.

Implicit in these assumptions is the existence of third-party cookies. While there are discussions about eliminating such cookies in the future [8], in Section 7, we discuss that such cookies are not strictly necessary if ad networks and merchant websites collude.

Trust Model. Third-party tracking relies upon comprehensive profiles created by combining and accumulating user behavioral data. Accumulating this data across different devices, websites, and after cookies expire or are deleted requires linkage through a durable identifier, that is, one which does not change frequently like a session ID. Because the user only maintains a first-party relationship with a few or even one participating merchant site, the advertising network must trust merchant sites to convey that information to them, and cannot independently verify that information. Furthermore, due to the competitive nature of the online advertising ecosystem, ad networks are not incentivized to perform strict quality control or integrity checks on this durable identity linkage, and the networks we observed accept a report of the identity directly from the browser on sites where the library is loaded.

Roughly speaking, there are two core issues enabling this vulnerability: 1) Ad networks are not able to verify if the email addresses given to them by merchants are correct. 2) Often, a person’s email addresses are public information.

Ethics. We exclusively used synthetic user and attacker profiles we created. At no time did we attack or attempt to attack any real user. We responsibly disclosed the vulnerability, with Criteo having acknowledged the problem.

4 IDENTITY ENTANGLEMENT

We now introduce Identity Entanglement, a new vulnerability that harms users’ privacy. Identity entanglement occurs when an attacker tricks an ad network into linking the attacker’s tracking cookie to a chosen victim’s durable identity, allowing the attacker’s browser to receive ads as if it were the victim. Entanglement is bi-directional, allowing the attacker to also influence ads shown to the victim. Figure 2 shows an overview of the problem.

The attack proceeds in three phases, which we describe briefly here and in more detail below. First, the victim must use their durable identity to authenticate with any merchant website participating in the ad network, thus causing their device’s tracking cookie to be linked to their durable identity.

Second, the attacker must perform identity entanglement to associate their own tracking cookie with the victim’s durable identity. The attacker can leverage either the lack of integrity on information being sent from merchant to ad network through the attacker’s browser to rewrite HTTP requests, replacing their own email address with the victim’s, or a lack of identity verification by merchants to trick the merchant into sending the victim’s email directly.

Finally, once the cookies are entangled, the attacker periodically polls sites that display ads from the ad network to infer products and merchants that the victim visits. Similarly, the attacker can inject ads into the victim’s browsing experience.

4.1 Victim Behavior

In our identity entanglement attack, a victim authenticates with at least one website that performs cookie syncing with a vulnerable ad network. In this instance, the syncing is based on the victim’s email address as the durable identifier. Cookie syncing is performed when the merchant website invokes various third-party ad network’s library functions, e.g., sending an event that indicates that this tracking cookie has a specific email address and has interacted with a specific product. We note that this event is sent through the user’s web browser without integrity or authenticity, and is subject to attacker manipulation. Figure 2, steps 1-10 outline this process and show the victim interacting with a merchant website.
After the API is invoked, the ad network can tie all user activity across any website in the ad network together, as the ad network has successfully linked the user’s durable identifiers to the ad network’s tracking cookies. This cookie is sent to the ad network for visits across all websites that utilize the ad network, making all of the victim’s activity vulnerable to attack, not only the single website they authenticated with. At this point, the victim continues their normal browsing activity, and may or may not interact with specific products on this website or any other website. Websites that use the ad network for retargeted ads will use the API to report products being viewed and/or added to the shopping basket.

4.2 The Attack

The first step the attacker takes is to entangle their browser’s tracking cookie with the victim’s durable identifier inside the ad network. Entanglement is done via interaction with a patsy website. A patsy website is any merchant website in the ad network that utilizes the ad network’s tracking API to send users’ email addresses (or similar) to the ad network as part of login. This practice is commonplace [14, 22] and documented by ad networks [3, 16, 46]. As part of the login process, the merchant generates an HTTP request to be sent to the ad network, originating from the user’s web browser, which contains the tracking information. Email addresses are potentially hashed, but lack salt and are thus deterministic. This information is sent without integrity or authenticity, through the attacker’s web browser, allowing the attacker to manipulate it.

Figure 2, steps 11–16 shows entanglement, with step 13 being the critical step that triggers entanglement, as the victim’s email address is communicated to the ad network along with the attacker’s cookie. Entanglement is performed in one of two ways. Either 1) the attacker intercepts the HTTP request generated by visiting the merchant website (step 13) containing the attacker’s own email address, and rewrites the email address to be the victim’s address. Or 2) the attacker can find a patsy website that does not verify a user’s identity when creating an account. For example, an attacker goes to a website and enters the victim’s email address to create an account, and the account is created without verifying that the attacker controls the email address. Our results (Section 6.8) show that, surprisingly, not only is it trivial to find such sites, but most retail websites demonstrate this behavior. We formulate this lack of verification method as even if some form of integrity over the email field was deployed (which would denote a significant departure from current practices, potentially involving large-scale key management), the vulnerability would still exist as the ad network still cannot verify the address sent to them by the merchants is correct.

We emphasize the victim does not need to have any prior relationship to the patsy website, and does not need to engage with or visit the patsy during the attack. The role of the patsy is only to provide an entry point for the attacker’s profile into the ad network.

4.2.1 Entanglement Case Studies

We now explore the specifics of the entanglement in both the Criteo and Yahoo ad network APIs, denoted by step 13 in Figure 2. In both instances, merchant websites pass identity information directly to the ad network, unauthenticated, without integrity controls. As the merchant website passes this information within the web browser, it is under attacker control.

![Figure 2: Step-by-step interactions between the victim, merchant, ad network, and attacker. Step 13 (color red) is the critical step leading to the vulnerability. In steps 1–10 a victim interacts with a merchant website that is member of a third-party ad network. This interaction may occur across multiple devices. As a result of this interaction the ad network creates a profile of the user’s ephemeral IDs (Cookie IDs). At some point later in steps 11–16 an attacker interacts with a (potentially) unrelated patsy website, and either edits the email address (replacing the attacker’s own email address with the victim’s) in the HTTP request, or erroneously convinces the patsy website they are the victim by giving them the victim’s email address. In steps 17–24 the attacker probes unrelated publisher pages to observe targeted and retargeted advertisements.](https://johnson-critical.com/cartology-entanglement.png)

![Figure 3: HTTP API request to Criteo from a merchant website. The merchant conveys a user’s identity (e.g., email address) to Criteo. We did not identify any integrity checks on this request.](https://johnson-critical.com/cartology-criteo-entanglement.png)
Ad network along with the attacker’s cookie, causing entanglement between the victim’s identity and the attacker’s cookie. We did not identify any integrity checks on the request.

Figure 4: HTTP API request to Yahoo from a merchant website. The merchant conveys a user’s identity (e.g., email address) to Yahoo. The user’s email address is SHA-256 hashed without salt. We did not identify any integrity checks on this request.

4.3 Privacy Vulnerability

After an attacker successfully entangles their ephemeral tracking cookie with the victim’s durable identifier, the ad network incorporates the attacker’s browser into the constellation of identifiers that make up the victim’s profile in their network—identity entanglement is now complete. This is shown in Figure 1. Both attacker and victim browsers will receive personalized ads from the ad network as if the two devices belong to the same user. Similarly, any subsequent activity by either user will contribute to future changes in the ad network profile. The attacker can now 1) observe ads intended for the victim, and/or 2) cause ads to be shown to the victim.

Casting ads to be shown to the victim is straightforward; the attacker visits and interacts with specific items, which will then trigger retargeting of the item to all devices associated with the profile, including the victim’s browser. Inferring specific victim activity from the stream of ads shown to the attacker is challenging; ads appear for many reasons, and ads resulting from the victim interacting with merchants or products must be differentiated from all other advertisements. Inferring victim behavior requires extensive methodological development and is discussed in detail in Section 5.

4.4 Attack Scope

Identity entanglement is designed to compromise the privacy of specific individuals, knowing only their email addresses or other identifiers. The primary challenges of scaling the attack to large numbers of users simultaneously falls across two dimensions: resources and impact on the ad ecosystem.

Resources. An attacker seeking to extract private details from a large group of users at-scale would need to create, manage, and orchestrate browser profiles for each victim. Similarly, as the attacker scales the attack, they may encounter automated ad network fraud detection systems designed to prevent large-scale crawling and advertising abuse. Attackers may be able to re-use baseline profiles across victims, but the specifics of baseline reuse are unclear as such behavior may influence the distribution of ads themselves, leading to the next challenge.

Ad Ecosystem Impact. Ad networks operate on budgets and campaigns. An attacker attempting to extract private information at scale may, by virtue of the process of measuring ads, deplete ad budgets and shift the distribution of ads they seek to observe. At small scale, these effects are likely negligible, but as the attacks scale so do the risk of measurement error and behavioral shifts.

We believe both challenges are surmountable with further research. However, for the purpose of this work, we limit ourselves to targeted attacks on specific individuals.

5 BROWSING BEHAVIOR INFERENCE

Once the attacker has entangled their browser’s ephemeral tracking cookie with the ad network’s profile of the victim, they must then develop a method to extract user browsing activity from the advertisements being shown to them. Conceptually this problem can be broken down into three steps: 1) executing the identity entanglement attack, 2) collecting advertisements served to the attacker’s entangled profile, and 3) determining which subset of these advertisements has been retargeted from another browser linked to the same durable identity (instead of being general advertisements). Section 4 provides an overview of the identity entanglement attack. In the remainder of this section, we provide an overview of how an attacker extracts victim browsing behavior from that stream of advertisements served to the attacker after entanglement.

Core to accomplishing step 3 above is a metric we call normalized difference, which compares the baseline ad distribution of an unentangled profile with the ads served to an attacker profile which is entangled with the victim profile. The victim profile, in this case, has performed the behavior that leads to retargeted ads—adding items to the shopping cart on various merchant sites.

5.1 Measurement Website (Publisher Page)

Once an attacker’s profile has been entangled, the attacker must view ads that have been customized according to the victim’s durable identity. To do so, the attacker collects advertisements using entanglement and baseline profiles (discussed subsequently) at a publisher page (i.e., a webpage that shows ads). We denote the specific publisher page an attacker uses as the measurement website. An appropriate measurement website must: 1) show display ads (including retargeted ads) from the ad network the attacker wishes to entangle, 2) not itself be a merchant website, otherwise the act of measurement could influence the composition of ads shown in the victim profile, 3) show ads without needing to create an account. Many news websites meet these requirements, including yahoo.com, which we use as our measurement website.

5.2 Browser Profile Setup and Baselines

Advertising campaigns and algorithms constantly change. To account for this, we introduce the notion of attacker created “baseline” profiles that capture general ad campaigns that are not reflective of victim behavior. The attacker records ad activity via the measurement website in parallel for the attacker and baseline profiles.

The attacker creates the various browser profiles: baseline and attack. In addition, we create a simulated victim profile for our experiments. For all experimentation, each profile is created with separation between attacker, victim, and baseline profiles on different machines and originate from different IP addresses, all starting from new browser profiles.
**5.4 Experimental Implementation**

To understand the effectiveness of Identity Entanglement, we create the previously described set of attacker and victim profiles. Once we have created this collection of browser profiles, we then use them to extract information from the victim’s advertising profile by viewing displayed advertisements.

After executing the entanglement attack and identifying a measurement website, an attacker repeatedly loads the measurement website at regular intervals across all profiles (besides the victim profile) and records all advertisements. For each visit across each profile, we record timestamps and full HTTP requests and responses associated with all advertisements. Merchant and item identifier information is embedded in the recorded HTTP request parameters.

We perform these measurements across 6 browser profiles for three days by leveraging the Puppeteer browser automation library to load the measurement website and record all necessary page information. The system is built on top of Puppeteer 10.4.0 executing Google Chrome 94.0.4606.54 and is run concurrently across different physical systems. We continually reload the measurement website every 30 seconds. The total quantity of ads served varies from one profile to another; to address this imbalance, we normalize all distribution comparisons rather than give raw counts.

While we conduct the priming of the victim profile with synthetic shopping behavior separately from the measurement using entangled attacker profiles and analysis, an attacker could potentially perform such analysis in real-time by continually investigating the ad distribution received by the profiles.

**5.5 Implementation Specifics**

For our experiments and crawling, we used four different systems from different IP addresses, with attacker and victim profiles split across different networks (although within the same US city) to limit the possibility of non-entanglement fingerprinting influencing our results. The victim device is an Apple MacBook Pro laptop, with a 16 GB i7-4960HQ and 16 GB of RAM. The attacker device is an AMD Opteron Processor 6328 server running Ubuntu 18.04 with 126 GB of RAM. Baseline profiles are run from two different machines, an Intel Xeon Gold 6140 server running Ubuntu 18.04 with 126 GB memory and Intel Core 286 i7-8565U desktop running Fedora 34 with 16 GB of memory, respectively. All profiles and tests are run on “bare metal” with no use of virtualization or cloud services. For each experiment, we created and used a brand new browser profile. Simulated victim and attacker machines used IP addresses located in the same US city, but on different networks.

To identify merchants using Criteo for entanglement experimentation, we crawled the Alexa top 10,000 using our non-victim machines, looking for utilization of the Criteo retargeting API in the browser development tool logs. From this set, we then selected merchants at random for our activity identification experiments. We note this method produces a lower bound on possible merchants using Criteo, as merchants may not utilize Criteo at all times, on all pages, or may employ cloaking that simple crawling does not evade. Such limitations produce a lower bound and are acceptable for identifying a set of merchants to explore, but do not accurately convey the full scope of Criteo. To better understand Criteo’s scope we rely on whotracks.me, discussed previously and further in Section 6.8.
6 RESULTS
To demonstrate the feasibility of the identity entanglement attack, we conducted a series of “blind” (i.e., the attacker has no prior knowledge of the victim’s behavior or ads) experiments leveraging the attack (Section 4) and behavior extraction technique (Section 5).

We are able to extract browsing behaviors of a victim profile through retargeted ads placed via a vulnerable third-party ad network, with no information about the victim beyond their email address. To explore the effectiveness of this attack, we perform experiments to answer a series of research questions (RQs):
- RQ1: Can attackers confirm successful identity entanglement?
- RQ2: Can attackers identify what merchants a victim visits?
- RQ3: Can attackers identify the items a victim interacts with?
- RQ4: How quickly can the attack succeed?
- RQ5: Can attackers influence what ads the victim sees?
- RQ6: Can attackers entangle solely rewriting requests?
- RQ7: Are other ad networks vulnerable to identity entanglement?
- RQ8: What is the potential scope of the problem across websites?

For RQs 1-5 we utilize the merchant websites not verifying the victim’s email address entanglement method. In RQ6, we refine the attack to rewriting HTTP requests within the attacker’s browser (demonstrating a lack of integrity over the transmitted information, and that the information is not transmitted via other means). We note that not verifying email addresses is a more challenging problem to solve than adding communication integrity or communicating out of band, as it involves restructuring the incentives of the ad ecosystem, requires perfect security across all merchants, and cannot survive a malicious merchant. For RQs 1-6, we focus on Criteo, and in RQ7 we extend email injection to Yahoo Analytics.

We find identity entanglement is feasible, victim browsing activity can be extracted at website and item granularity, and the problem exists across ad networks. While we investigate these RQs largely independently and from an empirical perspective, a hypothetical attacker with knowledge of how various targeting mechanisms work will likely have a much lower threshold for being confident in the success of their attack, and more tolerance for noise.

6.1 RQ1: Can attackers confirm successful identity entanglement?

Step one in understanding attack feasibility is identifying if attacker engagement with the patsy website is sufficient for successful identity entanglement. Our hypothesis is that performing entanglement results in a significant change in the distribution of ads—the number of advertisers and the distribution of ads across those advertisers—as the ad network begins retargeting the victim’s ads to the attacker. To explore this, we compare the distribution of ads seen from Criteo across the five profiles: two unrelated unused “baseline” profiles, two unrelated unused “account baseline” profiles (Section 5.2), and the attacker’s attack profile. All profiles are created and mechanically measured in the same way, with separation between attacker, victim, and baselines on different machines with different IPs.

We explore RQ1 via the results in Figure 5 and Figure 6. These figures show a cumulative distribution function plot of the observed occurrence of advertisers and individual product ads respectively across all measurement profiles in our dataset.

Figure 5 explores the distribution of advertisers seen in our dataset. Advertisers correspond directly to merchant websites. Our hypothesis is a baseline attacker profile successfully entangled with a victim profile would have a substantially different distribution than the baseline profiles, as the ad network has specific retargeting information which can be leveraged to generate different ads.

We find that while three of the baseline profiles have similar distributions, one baseline profile (“Account Baseline 2”) has a substantially different distribution. Manual investigation reveals this distribution difference is due almost entirely to a single merchant running an aggressive marketing campaign directed at only this profile. Such non-determinism is expected, validating our strategy of deploying numerous baseline profiles and the use of normalization.

While “Account Baseline 2” showed a very different distribution than the other baseline profiles, the attacker entangled profile showed both significantly more individual advertisers and more individual ad requests. We note Criteo is one of several ad networks utilized by the measurement website. As a result, ad networks compete via bidding for the right to show ads, and the ad network we measured will not necessarily win all of the placements. For this reason, it’s possible that different profiles may receive different numbers of ads from the ad network even if each profile performed the same number of page loads [33].
Based on these observations, we explore the distribution of ads for specific items (instead of the distribution of advertisers) in Figure 6. This CDF shows the distribution of ads for specific items over all of the baseline profiles. We find not only does the attacker entangled profile observe 35% more ad requests than “Account Baseline 2”, it receives 203% more requests than the other three baselines on average. A stronger signal exists in the distribution of the number of specific items being advertised, with the entangled profile seeing 84% more items than “Account Baseline 2” and 154% more items than the other three baselines on average. This significant change in distribution is due to a large volume of retargeted products from the victim’s profile at the target merchant.

Across both experiments, we observe a substantial shift in the distribution of advertisers and ads upon the execution of the entanglement attack. From this analysis, we demonstrate not only that identity entanglement is possible, but we can also confirm when successful identity entanglement has occurred. It is also important to note that, because the attacker has control over when they perform the entanglement of their profile, they do not need to detect when the distribution changes but, can rather perform the entanglement at a controlled moment in time and then inspect the subsequent distributions between the various profiles.

6.2 RQ2: Can attackers identify what merchants a victim visits?

After confirming that the identity entanglement attack is successful (RQ1), our next goal is to understand whether we can effectively identify which merchant websites the victim visits. We hypothesize that because retargeted advertisements are so lucrative, ad networks will aggressively retarget the victim’s merchant activity across the ad network. As the attacker’s account is entangled with that of the victim, the attacker should also observe that activity. Further, we hypothesize that the merchant website (or websites) the victim visits should represent an outlier in the observed advertisements.

Figure 7 shows the distribution of all ad appearances for each merchant in the entangled and baseline profiles. The top-most plot is the computed normalized difference (Equation 1) between the baseline and the attacker’s entangled profile. The advertiser circled in blue is the merchant the victim interacted with in our experiment. The website the victim visits is a clear outlier in the observed dataset, receiving 95% more advertisements than any other website in the dataset. When utilizing the normalized difference, that result becomes more pronounced, with the target website receiving 167% more ads in the normalized space. The x-axis on the figures is ordered by the occurrence of each advertiser. The cluster of advertisers that appear later are the result of retargeting toward the victim, and are thematically similar to the target website.

From this substantial outlier observation, we conclude that we are able to identify the website visited by the victim, knowing only their email address, and with no prior knowledge of their browsing activity. We explore the reliability of these observations further with RQ5. We next explore whether we can identify specific products viewed by the victim at a given merchant that has been identified using our approach.

6.3 RQ3: Can attackers identify the items a victim interacts with?

After identifying the merchant the victim interacted with, we aim to identify the specific items the victim has interacted with. We hypothesize that the specific items the victim interacted with will be aggressively advertised compared to other items from that merchant (regardless of any overall shift in items shown).

Figure 8 shows the distribution of ads shown for different items on the target website discovered via RQ2. In this figure, we compare the distribution of ads shown to the entangled attacker profile and the baseline profiles. We note that the baseline profiles received a small but positive number of advertisements for the merchant the victim interacted with. The top-most portion of the figure shows the normalized difference between the profile sets. The specific item the victim interacted with is a significant outlier in the dataset, having been served 64% more than any other item in the dataset.

This analysis allows us to determine the specific item that the victim interacts with on a specific merchant website. This represents a significant privacy concern, as the attacker can extract specific user browsing activity knowing only the email of the victim.
6.4 RQ4: How quickly can the attack succeed?

While RQ2 and RQ3 sought to explore if we can identify merchants and items that victims interact with, in RQ4 we seek to understand how quickly attackers can identify victim behavior. To explore this question we perform a time-based analysis of the same dataset explored in Figures 7 and 8.

For this analysis, we compute a rolling normalized difference over time. At one hour increments we snapshot all ads received across the attacker and baseline profiles, computing the normalized difference on all data observed up until that moment in time. We then plot the maximum, median, and victim merchant/product normalized difference. We note that the attacker has no knowledge of the victim’s merchant/product; we denote that line given our knowledge of the simulated victim.

Figure 9 shows the normalized difference over time of the merchants in our experiment from RQ2 (Figure 7). The merchant the victim interacted with dominates the dataset throughout the majority of the experiment, and rises as soon as the attacker profile begins seeing any advertisements that do not exist in our baseline profiles. Victim activity begins showing up roughly 15 hours into the experiment, with the attacker executing the attack at time 0. We note such behavior is common, with there being some delay between attack and changes in attacker profile. We speculate this delay corresponds to advertising campaigns, ad network back-end processes, or other opaque phenomena within the complex ecosystem of the ad network. While there is some delay, the dominance of the merchant as soon as the attacker profile deviates from baseline can be used as a signal of entanglement. Towards the end of the experiment, possibly as a result of non-engagement, other merchants begin being marketed to our attacker profile, which causes the up-tick in another merchant (“Max Non-Victim Advertiser”).

Figure 10 shows the normalized difference over time of the products in our experiment from RQ3 (Figure 8). As with Figure 9 entanglement occurs and the attacker’s profile shifts after 15 hours. The victim’s product is an outlier from other products immediately upon entanglement, and is the most prevalent product for a majority of the time post-entanglement. Of note is the victim’s product not having the highest normalized difference early on in the experiment (but still being an outlier). Investigation reveals the items are extremely similar, are from the same category, and have similar properties and physical appearances. We speculate that this is remarketing from the advertiser attempting to sell similar items due to the victim’s engagement, which conveys victim behavior albeit not the precise item. We do however note that over time the specific item the victim interacted with dominates the dataset.

6.5 RQ5: Can attackers influence what ads the victim sees?

We now explore if entanglement is bi-directional, i.e., we seek to determine if the attacker is able to influence what ads are shown to the victim after entanglement. Our hypothesis is that the influence is bi-directional and the attacker can influence what ads are shown to the victim. To answer this question, we designed a separate experiment that begins with the victim and attacker methodology from RQ3. After the attacker successfully entangles their profile with the victim’s, the attacker then identifies a merchant the victim interacts with. Next, the attacker goes to that merchant and adds an item to their shopping cart. We note that the attacker does not have access to the victim’s account at the merchant, and the shopping carts between the attacker and victim are separate.

Figure 11 shows an overview of the distribution of ads shown before and after the identity entanglement and product placement attack. We find that immediately after the attacker
interacts with an item at the merchant website, the victim begins receiving retargeted ads for that item. This result is extremely concerning, as it allows an attacker to control what is shown to the victim, allowing for embarrassment and blackmail attacks.

6.6 RQ6: Can attackers entangle solely rewriting requests?

Thus far, our exploration of entanglement relied upon a patsy website not verifying a user’s email address before accepting it. This is the stronger of the two attack scenarios, as it controls for technical deficiencies such as integrity over communication between the merchant and ad network (either cryptographically or via out-of-band communication), but cannot solve the fundamental challenge of outsourcing identity verification (poorly implemented or malicious merchants). We now explore if an attacker can accomplish the same attack solely by editing HTTP requests that flow through their browser, replacing their email address with the victim’s.

To explore this question, we conduct a new full identity entanglement experiment against a victim profile where we take an existing query from a merchant website and rewrite it such that that the user information associated with the query is the victim’s (hashed) email address. This mimics the same API behavior generated by retail websites sent through the user’s browser, as if the victim had logged into the website using their email.

Figure 12 explores the results, which bridge both RQ2 and RQ3 by simultaneously attempting to identify both the website the victim visited and their specific product interactions. We observe similar outlier behavior as prior experiments, and are able to identify the specific product the user interacted with, without the need of a patsy website that does not verify email addresses. We conclude that direct manipulation of the requests between the merchant website and ad network is possible, and sufficient to cause entanglement. This result again points to the severity of the attack, as the ad network is reliant not only on retail websites, but also on data sent through a user’s browser with no integrity checks. We emphasize we did not identify any attempts by the ad networks to implement integrity checks over these API calls.

6.7 RQ7: Are other ad networks vulnerable to identity entanglement?

In the prior experiments, we explored Criteo, the largest retargeting third-party ad network. In this experiment we explore a different ad network, Yahoo Ads. More specifically, we focus on the Yahoo Ads Analytics interface, which has a very similar behavioral pattern to Criteo. When users log into merchant websites, an HTTP request to Yahoo’s Analytics API relays the user’s email address and browsing activity. Surprisingly, we find that Criteo is a dominant player within Yahoo’s Supply-Side business [44], with Yahoo-driven entanglement leading to significant retargeting from Criteo.

For this experiment, we conduct the same methodology as in RQ2, but instead of rewriting HTTP requests to Criteo, we rewrite requests only to Yahoo’s Analytics API, replacing the attacker’s (hashed) email address with the victims. When performing the entanglement, we block all traffic to Criteo in order to demonstrate the passing of unverified email addresses that can be manipulated by an attacker is driven by interactions with Yahoo, not Criteo.

Figure 13 shows the results of our experiment. The merchant that the victim interacts with gets 35% more ads than the next most prevalent merchant, a significant outlier. From this experiment, we conclude that Yahoo’s Ad service is passing unverified email addresses to their advertisers leading to entanglement, although the specifics of how information is exchanged within the complex ecosystem of advertising bidding remain opaque. We anxiously note that numerous other ad networks delivered ads for the merchant website the victim interacted with, via Yahoo, post entanglement, again pointing to a broader ecosystem problem.

6.8 RQ8: What is the potential scope of the problem across websites?

To explore the potential scope of the attack both across the Internet, and in terms of severity, we now focus on three questions. 1) How many websites utilize the two ad networks we explore? 2) What are some specific examples of activity that is exposed by this attack?, and 3) How common is a lack of merchant email verification?

How many websites utilize the two ad networks we explore.

To understand the potential reach of the vulnerability, we turn
we consider our measure of the number of sites using the Criteo websites included specific details and links to properties that could whotracks.me [26], a longitudinal and continuously updated dataset of trackers across the Internet. whotracks.me collects data from the popular Ghostery [23] extension, and reports a comprehensive dataset of websites and their embedded trackers. We identify the trackers relating to Criteo and Yahoo’s Analytics APIs, and compare those URLs with the whotracks.me dataset.

Using the March 2022 whotracks.me snapshot of the top 6,000 global sites that embed tracking technology, we find that 31% of sites utilize Criteo’s tracking, 19% utilize Yahoo’s, and 35% utilize either of the two. Given that the 6,000 sites documented by whotracks.me contain any type of tracking, not just advertising-related tracking, we expect 35% to be a lower bound on the advertising impact.

**Specific activity examples.** The list of merchant websites we have extracted the victim’s retargeted ads from includes known retailers such as newegg.com, macy’s.com, zappos.com, and groupon.com. Perhaps most concerning, we find priceline.com and apartments.com were susceptible to this attack. The retargeted ads from these websites included specific details and links to properties that could allow an attacker to track information about the locations the victim is interested in. The ads themselves show images of the apartment or hotel. If the attacker clicks on the ad, they are taken to a landing page at the respective website containing the precise properties the victim viewed along with the search parameters (e.g., number of occupants, number of rooms) of their query. This finding highlights the severity of this vulnerability; we expect further exploration will result in other sensitive privacy leaks.

**How Common is lack of email verification.** To understand the prevalence of merchants not verifying email addresses, we crawled the Alexa Top 10,000, and identified 334 sites utilizing Criteo retargeting services. For each site, we manually created an account using a non-existent email address. We found that 84% (279) of all potential websites did not verify a user’s email address before logging them in, indicating merchant websites that do not verify email addresses are both prevalent and easy to find. This finding highlights the severity of this vulnerability; we expect further exploration will result in other sensitive privacy leaks.

### 7 DISCUSSION

Our results show issues stemming from third-party ad networks’ use of unverified identity information from merchants. We demonstrated the potential for such attacks to substantially invade user privacy, motivating the need for systematic exploration of: the problem at other ad networks, the full scope of the vulnerability, and potential mitigations. Our experiments reveal significant leakage of private user information, knowing only a victim’s email address. In some experiments, not all victim browsing activity could be recovered. While we expect additional work could further identify specific user browsing activity, we note that any leakage of user browsing behavior to an external attacker knowing only an email address should be impossible, and our findings point to a significant and impactful real-world vulnerability needing remediation.

Further investigation to encompass more complex victim behaviors, aimed at extracting more complete and detailed browsing profiles in the presence of more significant noise, across different platforms (e.g., mobile web and native apps), and with different durable identifiers (i.e., mobile identifiers), is important. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, Criteo has not deployed any mitigation in the ensuing months since they acknowledged the attack. This highlights the misaligned incentives and the challenges of convincing ad networks to deploy mitigations.

#### 7.1 Mitigations

Another future work component is exploring mitigations within the scope of existing system designs and assumptions. We break these down across three mitigation axes: client, server, and ecosystem.

##### 7.1.1 Client Mitigations

**Blocking third-party cookies.** Industry leaders [7, 21] and browser vendors [8, 13, 43] have announced plans to limit or eliminate third-party cookies. However, given the revenue generated from targeted advertising by ad platforms and merchants, it seems likely alternative tracking forms will emerge. For example, rather than passing tracking information via tracking cookies within the user’s web browser, merchant websites could pass user activity and identifiers (i.e., hashed email addresses) via direct communication to ad network APIs outside of the browser. Such a change would both allow identity entanglement attacks to still occur, and also worsen the landscape of user privacy, since the flow of information would not be visible or blockable by the user directly within their browser.

**Email Address Aliases.** Another mitigation strategy is for users to use distinct email addresses when creating an account with merchants in addition to blocking third-party cookies. There are many services that provide "disposable" email addresses that could be used for registering accounts [42]. However, this solution poses a usability challenge, requiring users to remember the email address used to register with each merchant similar to managing distinct passwords [36]. Apple has created a system for generating and managing unique email addresses but it is limited to their operating systems [25]. Future work could entail creating an open system for creating and managing unique email addresses that can be used for merchant account registration. There is also the challenge that merchants and ad networks might start using identifiers that are more difficult to compartmentalize, such as phone numbers, or increase their use of browser fingerprinting.

##### 7.1.2 Server Mitigations

The core issue revealed by our identity entanglement attack is that ad networks depend on merchant websites to properly verify user identity for cross-device tracking. When a merchant website does not verify the users’ identities or does not provide integrity over that data, then the ad network becomes vulnerable to our attack. Possible mitigations revolve around controlling verification, or trusting retailers and then security communication of that identity.

**Identify Verification.** Ad networks could require that all account information ultimately shared with them first be vetted through verification steps performed directly by the ad network, e.g., an email ownership verification step that is hosted by the ad network. Such a measure would be a radical departure from current relationship dynamics, and also would represent merchant websites giving up control of their account creation and verification process (unlikely), or requiring additional friction for account creation.

**Trusted Retailers + Cryptographic Solutions.** If ad networks could trust retailers to properly verify user identity via non-technical
means (e.g., audits, policies, incentives), the problem of solving iden-
tity entanglement then centers around securely communicating
user identity information from retailer to ad network, via the user’s
web browser. This could be done with traditional cryptographic in-
tegrity mechanisms, if ad networks established cryptographic keys
with retail websites. To our knowledge no such cryptographic mea-

sures are deployed in the ad ecosystem to secure data exchanged
inside users browsers. So while a departure from current trends,
we are not aware of any technical barriers to deployment.

**Trusted Retailers + Out-of-Band Mechanisms.** Similar to the
aforementioned cryptographic solutions, in an ecosystem of trusted
retailers, ad network could relay user identity information outside
of the user’s web browser, e.g., via direct communication between
the retailers and ad network, thus removing identity information
from the attacker browser. While technically possible, we note such
defenses would be a significant departure from existing ad network
norms and procedures.

7.1.3 Ecosystem Mitigations

Due to misaligned incentives, it is challenging to convince ad
networks to deploy mitigations. There is also the potential for an
arms race between people attempting to protect their privacy and
tracking companies. This suggests the need for regulation to limit
the ability of companies to collect information and track people.
Future work crafting such legislation should take into account
that information collected by tracking companies will likely be
vulnerable to attacks similar to ours. Thus regulation should limit
the data that can be collected about users and used for targeting.

7.2 Limitations

While we were able to successfully build an inference mechanism
in many situations, our attack has limitations in specific scenar-
ios. First, the effectiveness of our attack relies upon sufficient suc-
cessful bids for retargeted ads, which itself relies upon the non-
deterministic nature of advertisers’ marketing strategy, budget, and
competing bids. Second, a victim who places several items in their
shopping cart could degrade the accuracy of our inference mecha-
nism by splitting the merchant’s retargeting budget amongst several
products, thus driving down the normalized difference between re-
targeted items and all other items. Third, our measurement (not the
attack itself) relies upon comparing ad display counts across multi-
ple browser profiles. Unfortunately, this approach can be distorted
by intermittent ad campaigns (heavily promoted items during e.g.,
Black Friday, etc.), or ad campaigns that randomly target a certain
 cohort (e.g., an A-B test). Additionally, we did not exhaustively
explore the role of geolocation on the process of entanglement, but
we have no evidence to support geolocation playing a role.

8 RELATED WORK

Papadopoulos et al. revealed how cookie synchronization enables
third-parties to track a victim across websites by exchanging identi-
fiers via HTTP cookies [35]. Chen et al. traced how a user identifier
that third-parties set in a first-party cookie flowed to the third-
parties through a JavaScript taint analysis [12]. Sanchez-Rola et al.
explored the cookie ecosystem in detail, focusing on the roles of
advertising entities and the relationship among them [38].

Researchers have focused on measuring and disrupting online
tracking. XRay [29] is a personal data tracking system that aims to
improve transparency in user data collection and when it is used for
ad targeting. It diagnoses who has what data by comparing input
(i.e., personal data) and output (i.e., personalized services). Sun-
light [30] is able to reveal the causation of personalized web services
including retargeting ads with a modular diagnosis system based on
statistics and machine learning. Our attack methodology of normal-
ization to reduce noise takes inspiration from these works. Bashir et
al. studied information flows between ad exchanges by leveraging
retargeted ads and categorized them based on several matching
rules [6]. whotracks.me [26] is a longitudinal open-source database
of online trackers and the websites that embed them, collected
via telemetry collected from users of the Ghostery browser exten-
sion [23] across the Internet. Our work introduces how an attacker
could weaponize the retargeted ads to extract private information
from a specific ad network beyond analyzing the information flow
or trackers in the ad network, in part, utilizing whotracks.me data
to understand the scope of the problem.

Cross-device tracking has become increasingly studied by re-
searchers with its deployment by most ad networks. Brookman et
al. discovered personal information (e.g., email, username) played
a crucial role in correlating different devices, and shared with third
parties [10]. Zimmeck et al. discussed a probabilistic device corre-
lation technique based on machine learning with IP address and
browsing history [47]. Solomos et al. developed Talon [40], showing
it could detect cross-device tracking with a data-driven methodolo-
gy. They found cross-device trackers by observing if a retargeting
ad triggered with a certain behavior on one device is delivered to
another device. This work motivated us to evaluate the security of
cross-device tracking implementations. Our work is distinct from
this prior work in that we focus on evaluating the security of the
underlying third-party cross-device tracking techniques and how
they might be exploited in combination with retargeted ads. We
show that insecurities in cross-device tracking can be exploited to
exfiltrate sensitive user information from ad networks.

9 CONCLUSION

We identified a fundamental vulnerability in how the largest third-
party ad networks perform cross-device tracking. Our analysis of
retargeted ads served to an attacker after performing this attack
demonstrates that there is data leakage occurring which could allow
an attacker to determine merchant websites and products viewed
by a victim, as well as control what ads are shown to the victim. We
also present several defensive directions and associated tensions.
This finding highlights yet another privacy implication of online
tracking, which is currently a hotly contested topic in the popular
conversation. It is unclear if a single “effective” solution exists. Our
findings demonstrate the need for further security analysis of ad
networks to identify additional vulnerabilities that could lead to
exfiltrating users’ private information. We also stress that this is not
a purely technical issue and that the economic incentives must be
taken into consideration when assessing the feasibility of solutions.
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